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BOB AUTOBEE received a small victory
last week when a judge gave him a chance
to take his death penalty protest inside the
courtroom.
Autobee has been publicly protesting .
the death penalty for Edward Montour,
who killed Autabee's son, Eric, in 2003.
Last week, Autobee was granted standing by 18th District Court Judge Richard
Caschette to file a motion to argue against
the death penalty at Montour's sentencing
hearing.
Montour's defense counsel filed a
motion requesting the Autobee family to make a recommendation of what
they think is an appropriate sentence,
should Montour be convicted wen
h h'is IRIS EYTAN
trial ends in April. the prosecution, led
by 18th Judicial District Attorney George prosecutor, wants Autobee to weigh in as
Brauchler, responded by citing Colorado's to why he believes he should give a life
first-degree murder statute, saying Auto- sentence instead of the death penalty. Eybee should only be able to give a statement ton filed the motion Friday.
Eytan said she's troubled by the prosof the harm the victim has sustained as a
cution's
response; she said she expects
of
result the crime.
e
He wrote in the response that permit- the prosecution towork with victims in a
ting the testimony "invades the province ~ase, but in this situation,.they're not.
Brauchler said he's committed to make
of the jury and should not be permitted."
Victims don't usually have standing sure the Autobees play an active role in the
to testify at a .sentencing, Reilly Pozner ~ase, but the .case law and statutes make
partner Iris Eytan said, but because of the it clear that the victims are not entitled to
gravity of the case, Caschette, a former make a sentencing request.
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We are pleased to announce the addition of
Aubrey Ardema, Director Attorney Services
to the Gibson Arnold ~t Associates team.

Let Aubrey find your next leaders
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because it hasn't been done before but because the victim's family is facing off with
the prosecutor rather than the defendant.
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In ?003,.Montour pleaded guilty to
the
murder and asked for the death pens~~
r,`
alty.
At the time, Autobee advocated for
s.,;;
capital punishment for Montour. A judge
sentenced Montour with the death penalty,
but the sentence was eventually overturned
by the Colorado Supreme Court.
In the 10 years since then, Autobee has
changed his opinion. Autobee met with
Montour in .December and forgave him.
~~ ~~
Eytan said the change came because Eric
wouldn't
want his legacy to include killing
~ •..
r'y
in his name.
someone
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Now,
Autobee is actively advocating
"s;'
~"~
against the death penalty. He protested
the use ofthe death penalty with fliers and
GEORGEERAUCHLER
picketing outside the courthouse during
Patrick Withers, a ReillyPozner associ- jury selection on Jan. 6. He has also asked
ate representing Autobee, said Colorado's the prosecution not to use personal photos
constitution outlines rights of victims of or documents of Eric's to persuade the jury
crimes and specifically states the victim to use the death penalty.
has "the right to be heard at any court
Eytan said she thinks it would create a
proceeding ... at which the sentence of a dilemma for prosecutors if Srauchler preperson accused or convicted of a crime vents Autobee from testifying and is then
against the victim is modified:' Withers unable to place other victims on the stand
also said the prosecution has a duty to in future cases.
enforce those rights and that there is a
Eytan said,"If they allow it in this case
provision in the criminal procedure code and see it's the rule of law, why wouldnt
that explicitly grants the victim the right to they want to take advantage of it in the
give an opinion on the appropriateness ofa James Holmes case where they can have 30
sentence at the sentencing hearing.
or so victims come in and say their beliefs?"
A rig~~~ without a remedy is ~n*arthBrailchler said t]ze decision ahout
less; he said. "The prosecution has to respect, and in a I~t of cases, notifi~ victims
~f those rights:'
Eytan said the sentencing hearing in

whether the Autobees can testifyregardiug
the sentence ~~ould be precedeirt setting
and ii cats both ways, but he did not 'say
whether he ~vui~id take similar action in
future cases.

a capital case will be the only sentencing
hearing and iYwill be in front of a jur}T. It's
Eytan said she also worries about the
the only time far the family tospeak about possibility of the pY~osecution filingan
what 'they :believe to be the appropriate injunction against AuCObee forprotesYing
sentence and why.
against the death penalty.
The possibility oY having a ~-ictim's
"If the criminal justice system is anyfamily'speak at a capital punishment sen- thing, the pai~pose s to bring justice and
fencing is precedent setting;there are three closw-e;' Withers said._"For the prosecumen on Colorado's death row, and in those tion to make if more 'about their agenda
three sentencing hearings, the victims at- or beliefs rather thantrying to helpa
tended, buttheprosecution did not use the family deal with anawful loss is astoundstatute'to have:them take the stand. Eytan ing to us:'
said Autobee's situation is unique not on1~— Tony Flesor, TF/esorQCircuitMedia.com
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